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URGENT ALERT – DOCTOR HEINRICH FIECHTNER WARNS:

‘IT’S A KILLER VACCINATION’

“You are destroying an entire country. You are leading people into suffering, panic, ruin
and death! At this point, no, you can’t even justify these measures, the masks, social
distancing, quarantine, and the lockdowns.”

(Dr. Heinrich Fiechtner)

URGENT ALERT – DOCTOR HEINRICH FIECHTNER WARNS: ‘IT’S A KILLER
VACCINATION’

MIRROR SOURCE: https://rairfoundation.com/urgent-alert-mep-dr-heinrich-fiechtner-warns-its
-a-killer-vaccination-must-watch/

Dr. Fiechtner admonished politicians and the media for conflating the number of infected
individuals by not distinguishing positively tested individuals from positive tests. More
specifically, if the same person receives three positive tests in their medical care, the reckless
media has been reporting triple the infection rate with three different infections.
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Further, Dr. Fiechtner raises concerns over the practice of grouping inactive and active
coronavirus positive results into a single bucket to heighten fear of infection. In actuality, the
positive test results should be categorized as the test results from those actively carrying a
contagious form of the virus and those inactive carriers who have recovered from the virus.

Dr. Fiechtner believes that impact of the coronavirus is being exaggerated to justify many of the
draconian measures restricting the citizenry and the accelerate the government efforts to
vaccinate the population.

You are destroying an entire country. You are leading people into suffering, panic, ruin and
death! At this point, at this point, no, you can’t even justify these measures, the masks, social
distancing, quarantine, and the lockdowns.

The medically trained politician highlights many of the risks of these new vaccines that range
from infertility in women to deadly allergic reactions. The more fear instilled in the population,
the more likely the people will rush to inoculate themselves with an unproven and risky vaccine.

I’ve said it before: it’s a killer vaccine It’s a pharmaceutical product for which there isn’t even a
toxicology report. It’s just going to be given to people. There’s a possibility that it may cause
infertility in women, severe allergic reactions, and you want to inflict this unreasonable
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imposition upon citizens. That’s right, and you will, because you made them afraid beforehand.
You are putting the lives of citizens at risk. You putting existences at risk.

With the German government illegally exercising power, Dr. Fiechtner implored the people to
exercise their rights and resist these illegal government impositions. “The civic duty for the
citizens to obey the rule of law is now broken.”

Dr.Heinrich Fiechtner further said:

Hello, my name is Heinrich Fiechtner, I’m oncologist, hematologist, palliative care physician, I’m
a politician, member of the Parliament in Baden-Württemberg, and I think it is my duty to stand
up to hold up truth and liberty. Being Christian, being a politician, being a physician, it is my
obligation to hold up the truth flag, and to stand up against the suppression of people, against
panic, against a foreign control to come back to the eternal value of creation, where man was
created free to develop himself freely, which is in great danger due to this panic, due to this
satanic theory, which is imposed on the people worldwide. And I see my obligation to tell
people, but also to even more, to tell my colleagues, my medical colleagues to stand up, to be
courageous, to remember what they have been obliged for, what they have given an oath for, to
stand up for their patients, to stand up for their health for their freedom and against any
oppression. This is our duty as physicians, and I call upon all physicians in Germany and
worldwide to DO their jobs. Stand up against this oppression.
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